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Naturally you sense the eye of the architect. Buildings and structures are basic themes in the work of Georg
Aerni, who devoted himself completely to photography only a few years after earning a degree in architecture.
He had soon made a name for himself not only in the field of classic architectural photography, but also as a
tireless flâneur and observer: on his wanderings through town and country, Aerni came across dwellings,
constructions, and objects of all types that he translated into precise, carefully composed images. Many of his
free artistic works still display close references to the theme of architecture. But they go far beyond what is
commonly understood by architectural photography. Besides pictures of urban constellations, Aerni’s extensive 2011 monograph Sites & Signs already contained a series of works that are difficult to pigeonhole:
surreal-looking interventions in the landscape; informal or unconscious buildings that reveal no plan; and
formations of terrain that could be described as construction sites of nature.
This interest in a world full of enigmatic structures also shapes Georg Aerni’s more recent work. In contrast to
the earlier publication, the series of images compiled in the present book in most cases features isolated
situations deliberately removed from their context. It is no coincidence that it starts, of all things, with a series
of imposing steep alpine rock faces. Unlike many of his works, where people are still indirectly present via built
objects, these landscape images can hardly be associated with human activity. It’s true that the eye of the
architect, seeking striking or hidden structures, surveying the vertical and horizontal, and putting everything
into meaningful order, can still be recognised in the depiction of rock formations. What is more significant,
however, is the fact that this initial series brings to the fore a theme that runs like a thread through Georg
Aerni’s work: the examination of change and transience. Mountains are generally seen as a symbol of eternity
and stability; in Aerni’s images, by contrast, they appear as a vulnerable, changeable structure marked by
erosion, vegetation and the seasons. Through a narrowly delimited frame, the photographer allows us to look,
as it were, into the depths of the earth’s historical past onto layers of stone-formed time.

The traces of time and the awareness of transience are the signature of the images that have come together
under the title of Silent Transition – in the form of an associative series in which history, present and future
interpenetrate and overlap. But Georg Aerni always photographs in a matter-of-fact, unagitated manner,
without moralistic finger pointing. Here and there you may detect a discreet hint of irony, for example when he
shows gigantic dam walls or steps hewn into stone bearing the signs of decay, where rust, moss and all sorts
of discolouration bear almost casual witness to the ravages of time. In Aerni’s perception, construction sites
and ruins, the planned and unplanned, are not far apart. He devotes the same seriousness to the tangles of
driftwood caught in the undergrowth of a riverbank as he does to the concrete walls and supports used in an
attempt to defy a mighty rock face. But it’s precisely this sober style that effortlessly connects the images of
buildings conceived for the long term with shots showing the provisional: temporary camps and installations
that give the landscape a new face or themselves become the landscape; constructions that are built for
temporary use but which then remain standing as bizarre remnants; sculptures that were never intended to
be sculptures.

None of the photographs brought together in this book shows the superficial beauty of architecture; nowhere
will you find the perfect building. On the contrary, the imperfect is omnipresent. Change and transformation
interest Aerni more than stasis; there is always a sense of becoming and passing even in seemingly longlasting buildings. Again and again, the photographer directs his gaze to processes that evade human control.

This is most apparent in those works in which nature herself becomes an artist: in tree trunks that assimilate
iron wires or in the olive trees that grow in breadth rather than in height. Such images make us marvel
because they tell of unimagined forces, but also because they impressively put the human concept of time into
perspective – like the rock walls at the beginning of the book. Silent Transition.

